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Combining Community Bank CECL Expertise 
with a Proven Global Software Solution

• Ardmore Banking Advisors –
Supporting Community Banks for Over 25 years
– Ardmore is a full service credit risk management consulting firm, focused on smaller 

financial institutions 
– Ardmore is a nationally recognized thought leader in ALLL, CECL, Stress Testing and 

Community Bank credit data management
– We implement the solution and support our clients with real credit & CECL experts
– Partners with CSI and CSI Banks for 7 years

• Argus Information Systems –
Offering Compliance Solutions Globally for 20 years
– Founded in 1997 and Headquartered in  White Plains, NY with offices in the US, UK and 

Asia
– 550+ professionals with extensive expertise in the global and local banking industry 
– 9 of top 10 US banks leverage Argus Information Systems for regulatory submissions
– Offering Compliance solutions for banks globally for over 20 years
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Today’s Agenda

(Very) Brief CECL Overview
“Ask the Regulators” Webinar 2/27/2018 Overview
KEY POINTS:
1. Start Now
2. CECL Loss Rate Calculations
3. “Simple” Loss Calculation Examples
4. CECL Loss Rate Calculation Challenges (Bob Storch FDIC)
5. CECL Data Management Challenges (Kyle Thomas CSBS)
6. Controls, Documentation and Justification
Where to Go from Here?
On the CECL Journey
CECL Solutions
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CECL –The New Expected Loss ALLL Model
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Very Brief CECL Overview

• A principle based rule  – “Current Expected Credit Loss”
• An accounting standard NOT a regulation or law
• The new CECL rules are pro-active and counter cyclical, attempting to more 

adequately tie reserves to actual loss cycles
• CECL is based around the concept of projecting expected losses for the life of each 

loan (LOL) at origination based on loan risk characteristics and projected economic 
conditions

• Projections include a “reasonably supportable” economic based projection of future 
losses (period undefined) 

• After the projection period, loss rates revert to historic loss rates
• The reasonably supportable projections can be justified by loss patterns for specific 

asset types compared to national and regional economic metrics
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A Bank Only Achieves CECL Readiness through Process and Practice 
Change – Not By Just Selecting Calculation Software 

Collection of Macroeconomic Indicators, correlations to historical losses

Analysis for ideal loss rate methodology for each portfolio asset pool

Establishing Governance Policies, Controls and Support Documentation

Historical Data Gathering,  Mapping and Feed to the calculations

Reasonable and Supportable Projection period and process, Q factor translations

Ongoing Validation and Control Processes, Repeatable, Auditable

Data Assessment Process:  Review & Remediation of 
Current & Historical Data, Systems, Practices and Processes
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“Ask the Regulators” Webinar 2/27/2018
“Practical Methods for Smaller Less Complex 

Community Banks”
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“Ask the Regulators” Webinar 2/27/2018 Overview 
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Webinar 2/27/2018 Overview
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Webinar 2/27/2018 Overview
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Webinar 2/27 Overview – Key Concepts Covered

• A bank can do the actual CECL loss calculations in many ways, and 
some banks may be able to use a spreadsheet to do so

• Creating a reasonable and supportable life of loan estimate is very 
difficult and challenging particularly for a smaller institution

• Most banks will need to have some kind of data warehousing to hold 
and manage in a controlled-fashion the data needed for CECL 

• A bank’s internal data will often be insufficient and you will probably 
need to acquire 3rd party or peer data

• Not covered: In this presentation there was no mention of managing 
Q factors and no description of specific methods for forecasting
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1. Key Point: Start Now

• Banks that have not been collecting risk characteristic data for CECL 
have to begin now and develop a data retention plan

• CECL loss and projection estimates may just be “best effort” at the 
outset, but are expected to get better over time

• Now is the time to create a cross-functional CECL Project team and 
a CECL Implementation Project Plan

• You can use a vendor for the loss calculation and data management, 
but you should look at your current vendors data retention. It’s up to 
the bank to decide how to leverage vendors or not.

• No bank, no matter how small, is exempt from CECL
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2. Key Point: CECL Loss Rate Calculation Considerations

• The regulators do not feel that the CECL life of loan loss rate 
calculation itself is that complex. They believe it can be done on a 
spreadsheet using processes similar to those done today

• Calculating the actual average life of loan pool (life of loan) is a very 
difficult process, particularly with minimal historical data

• Current incurred loss pool segmentation MAY be acceptable under 
CECL or MAY NOT

• One loss calculation method is not necessarily easier than another
• The vintage methodology may work best for consumer loans – those 

with “more predictable behavior”
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2. The CECL Loss Rate Calculations Continued

• The CECL life of loan calculation is the starting point, not the whole of CECL  
• The CECL implementation must be looked at holistically as a process
• A new “remaining life” loss rate calculation was suggested, though some in the 

industry suggest that it may not really be considered CECL compliant
• All Q factors have to be justified and explained in detail (but no guidance as 

given in this webinar as “it would take all day”)

“Remember that CECL is easy -- until you get the answer you don't want. Q factors 
(and the assumptions that underlie the Q factors) will be how you adjust that ‘answer 
you don't want’ to the ‘answer you CAN accept’“ – Mike Gullette, Vice President, 
Accounting and Financial Management, The American Bankers Association 
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3.  Key Point:  Several “Simple” Loss Calculation Examples
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3.  Several “Simple” Calculation Examples Continued
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Source: Ask the Regulators, CECL Implementation
for Smaller Institutions 02 27 2018 



4. Key Point: CECL Loss Rate Calculation Challenges 
(Bob Storch FDIC)

• If loan losses that are minimal or nonexistent for particular segments 
of loan portfolio or for the portfolio as a whole

• When loan losses are sporadic there are no observable, predictable  
patterns to an institution’s loan losses

• If loan pools or portfolio segments have a limited number loans and 
loss data that is only available for a short historical period (“Which 
typically means management needs to look to loss data from external 
sources such as peer data.”)

• The composition of an instruction’s loan pools may vary significantly 
from the composition of the pools in previous periods
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4. CECL Loss Rate Calculation Challenges Continued
(Bob Storch FDIC)

• The economic environment as of the date you are doing the CECL 
measurement and the forecasted direction of the economic environment may 
be different from the environment from the period which the historical loss 
data were available

CONCLUSION

• “These are situations in which management will need to make significant 
qualitative adjustments to their quantitative calculations of unadjusted 
historical loss experience regardless of the allowance estimation and the loss 
rate method that management uses….in the real world management will need 
to document and support their qualitative adjustments.”
“
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5. Key Point: CECL Data Management Challenges
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Source: Ask the Regulators, CECL Implementation for 
Smaller Institutions 02 27 2018 



5. CECL Data Management Challenges Continued

• It is not recommended that you store your data in spreadsheets, “some 
warehousing is needed”

• Having historical loss patterns are key as they are used to compare to 
current conditions and projections of loss rates for similar pools under 
similar current conditions

• Adjust 3rd party extensively with Q factors to adjust for the individual 
bank’s portfolio and practices

• You don’t necessarily need to store a lot of data items for CECL calc’s, 
but you need what you have for as far back as you can find it
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5. CECL Data Management Challenges Continued

Must Haves:
• Account number
• Product Type (structure)
• Origination Date
• Origination Amount
• Original Commitment (for vintage) 
• Outstanding Amount by 

Segment/Pool (beginning and 
ending)

• Maturity Date
• “Portfolio segment identifier”
• Periodic and cumulative charge off 

and recovery amounts by date 
• Paydown data by loan (scheduled 

and prepayments)

These items were listed as 
“Additional Relevant Data”:
• Collateral/Asset Type
• Performance Status (past due, 

nonperforming)
• Other Credit Risk Metrics (LTV, 

Credit Score, Geo location)
• Renewal or Modification Date
• Credit Quality Risk Tracking
• Any data needed to justify 

reasonable and supportable 
adjustments for current conditions 
and forecasts
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5. CECL Data Management Challenges Continued
(Kyle Thomas CSBS)

• “CECL allowances are bases on life time loan losses, this is the 
starting point… if you don’t have lifetime historical loss data you will 
need to turn to other sources of data for your starting point” 

• “If you are in a weak economy you probably should not use lifetime 
loss rates from a strong economy”

• “The methods you use may be determined by how much data is 
available to you, you may start out thinking one method is better than 
the other and find out that it just does not work – either because of 
data issues or improperly skewed results”

• “Consider the quality of your data, how much you can rely on what is 
in your data systems”
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5. CECL Data Management Challenges Continued 
(Kyle Thomas CSBS)

• What if your bank doesn’t have all of the relevant data needed to 
determine life time loss rates?
• “You may need to consider peer data, other external data, 

you may need to consider proxies, there’s other 
extrapolations, interpolations”

• “As we have said several times the agencies expect a good 
faith effort…however the agencies will expect improvement 
over time in the institutions processes for estimating lifetime 
expected loss”
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5. CECL Data Management Challenges Continued 

• Question  from the audience:  “What if your 
bank has never had a loss in the segment 
historically? What if the bank gets into a new 
line of lending?”

• Joanne Wakim (Fed): “You would then look to 
market or peer data for that period of time. 
You start tracking it, but you would look at 
peer data so you can come up what your loss 
rate might be for your lifetime loss…”
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6. Key Point: Controls, Documentation and Justification
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6. Controls, Documentation and Justification Continued

• You must apply appropriately strong financial controls to the data and 
the calculation process

• All decisions and choices must be supportable, explained and 
documented in detail

• The management of each institution must thoughtfully choose the 
best calculation and other methods for CECL

• Management must justify, explain and document in detail all rationale 
and assumptions

• Audit Committees must play a major role and enforce a collaborative 
effort
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Where Do We Go From Here?
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Where to Go from Here? 

• It appears that most community banks won’t have the data to do CECL
• But some resources are typically readily available to a smaller institution 

for historical loan performance and loss rate patterns:

o Individual Historical Loan Losses and by Asset Pool (current ASC 450-20 
method ALLL pools, usually call code)

o FDIC/UBPR peer loss data
o Current and recent (3 – 12 month) loan performance data from the 

core accounting system
o Future enhanced core risk characteristic and loan origination data
o Other third party provided data**

**(Sourcing relevant and within budget 3rd party data is a challenge)
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* Please Note: Ardmore does not recommend this life of loan loss estimation method, and does 
not infer that it is CECL compliant. This concept is presented for discussion purposes only.

Where to Go from Here? “A Modest Proposal*”:

• Would piecing together historical data from multiple sources at different 
levels of detail and categorization be acceptable?

Historical losses 
by Pool UPBR Peer Data Current/Recent 

Core Data

Future Enhanced 
Core & 

Origination Data

Actual and UBPR Loss History 
by Call Code Blended  Through 
the Business Cycle 

Recent & Current 
Risk Characteristic 
Loss Detail

Future Enhanced 
Risk Characteristic 
Loss Detail

2008 - 2017 2017 - 2018 2018 - 2021
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Where to Go from Here? “A Modest Proposal*”:

Issues and concerns with this approach:
• Using “Call Code” level data is not “risk characteristic” driven portfolio 

segmentation – a requirement to use in CECL estimations
• Changes in quarterly loss rates would not be reasonably supported by data
• Historical Call Code Pools are a mix of origination dates, maturities, and risk 

rated/non rated credits – making it difficult for estimation
• Would have to “blend” peer UPBR loss data with the institution’s own internal 

data, and use extensive Q factors to account for adjustments
• The level of meaningful risk characteristic data is very low for the vast majority 

of the “life of loan” assuming maturities more than 2 – 3 years
• Would this method qualify for “a good faith effort”? 
• How small and “less complex” a bank would be allowed to use it? 

* Please Note: Ardmore does not recommend this life of loan loss estimation method, and does 
not infer that it is CECL compliant. This concept is presented for discussion purposes only.
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On the CECL Journey –Where is Your Bank?

Credit Data
Assessment

Data Build up 
Archive & 

Remediation

CECL 
Awareness
Committees

20182018

Automation of 
Current ALLL 20192019

CECL 
Parallel Runs

CECL Fine Tuning & 
Capital Impact

2020 PBE’s2020 PBE’s

2021 Non 
PBE

2021 Non 
PBE

CECL Process and 
Solution Working in 

Production

Building/
Buying 
Models

Just Starting

Early Steps

Forward 
Thinking

Review of Financial 
Policies and 
Practices

CECL Project 
Planning  & 

Management

Testing Models 
and Methods
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On the CECL Journey: Socializing Your Institution’s CECL Plan

• Starting in 2018, SEC Filers must post a disclosure each quarter that outlines their 
CECL plan at a high level and adds detail incrementally 

•The regulatory agencies have stated that starting this year each bank will be asked to 
outline their plan for a CECL implementation for their bank

• CECL implementations have an impact across many departments in the financial 
institution. The new rule requires additional data, controls and processes that may be 
totally new to the institution or modifications to current processes.

•All stakeholder/Involved departments should be involved and represented in the 
CECL planning committee, including Management, IT, Ops, Lending, Credit, Audit and 
Finance
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On the CECL Journey: Assessing the Data You Have for CECL 

• What are recommended CECL data fields?
• Historical loss information as far back as you can go 
• Origination information on the credit and borrower
• Pool criteria (report codes/IGL codes/risk rating)
• Other credit risk characteristic fields

• What are the Core fields, how do you populate them?

• What data is available to you and not captured?
•At origination?
• On going?
• Quality and consistency?

• What processes need to change, be added? 
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On the CECL Journey: How to take advantage of CECL’s benefits ? 

• There are benefits from CECL? (LOL)

• Automation of the current ALLL
• Gain value from collected data
• Review controls, document processes
•Advantage in parallel runs?

• What else can you do with the data now?
• Board and Committee reporting
• Stress Testing

•Controls, Practices, Policies in Order
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How Can Ardmore & Argus Help You On Your Bank’s 
CECL Journey?



The Argus CECL Ready Credit Portfolio Management Suite
Implemented by Ardmore Banking Advisors 

PORTFOLIO 
STRESS TESTING

PORTFOLIO 
STRESS TESTING

ALLL/CECL 
RESERVE 

CALCULATION & 
REPORTING

ALLL/CECL 
RESERVE 

CALCULATION & 
REPORTING

OTHER LOAN  
ORIGINATION & 

LOSS DATA

Credit Portfolio Data Created Once, Used for 
CECL, Stress Testing & Reporting – Creating 
Efficiencies while Achieving CECL Compliance

PORTFOLIO 
ANALYTICS & 
REPORTING

PORTFOLIO 
ANALYTICS & 
REPORTING

ARGUS CPM 
HISTORICAL

CREDIT
DATA HUB

BANK
SPREAD-
SHEET
DATA

Core Extract
Credit Data Fields

Secure Upload
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The Argus CECL Ready Credit Portfolio Management Suite
Implemented by Ardmore Banking Advisors 
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• For Banks that want to use their portfolio data while preparing for CECL 
•Automate the Current ALLL
• Create Automated Credit Committee and Board Reports
• Portfolio Sensitivity Stress Tests
• Enable Parallel CECL Runs in 2019



Argus’ Comprehensive CECL Compliant ALLL Automation Solution 
CECL Calculation Engine
Automated, process oriented, error-free 
estimation of CECL using the proposed 
solution methodologies

CECL Calculation Engine
Automated, process oriented, error-free 
estimation of CECL using the proposed 
solution methodologies

External Data Analysis
Analyze peer data and macroeconomic factors 
to predict the impact on expected loss rates

External Data Analysis
Analyze peer data and macroeconomic factors 
to predict the impact on expected loss rates

Q&E factor Analyzer
Quantification of Q&E factors to facilitate 
prudent, reasonable and supportable 
forecasts

Q&E factor Analyzer
Quantification of Q&E factors to facilitate 
prudent, reasonable and supportable 
forecasts
Argus Banking CECL Data Model
Comprehensive data model from Fintellix 
which stores granular data and is custom built 
for banks. 

Argus Banking CECL Data Model
Comprehensive data model from Fintellix 
which stores granular data and is custom built 
for banks. 

Reports and Executive Dashboards
Automated, process oriented, error-free 
estimation of CECL using the proposed 
solution methodologies

Reports and Executive Dashboards
Automated, process oriented, error-free 
estimation of CECL using the proposed 
solution methodologies

ASC 450-20 (FAS 5) Calculation

ASC 310-10 (FAS 114) & TDR  Calculations

What-if Analysis & Scenarios

Historical Loss Rate, Migration Analysis, Q&E 
Factors
Integrated ALLL workflow
GUI driven asset classification

Identification Rules, NPV Method, Collateral 
Method
In-built Report Library  

Migrate Loan Portfolio, Analyze the impact of 
Migration on ALLL
Powerful drill-down and slice & dice
Powerful audit and examination support
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Custom and Pre-packaged Portfolio Reporting and Stress Testing

All reporting delivered via Screen, PDF & Native Excel. Archived and Logged for Auditability. Pre-built reports can be 
modified to include new templates as well as additional data elements

ALLL Module

OPERATIONAL REPORTINGOPERATIONAL REPORTING

Stress Testing Module

•ALLL Closure Report
•Annualized Loss Rates
•Migration Analysis

•ALLL Closure Report
•Annualized Loss Rates
•Migration Analysis

Portfolio Analytics Module

STANDARDIZED REPORTINGSTANDARDIZED REPORTING

•ALLL Ratios
•Losses & Recoveries
•Aging Analysis

•ALLL Ratios
•Losses & Recoveries
•Aging Analysis

CONCENTRATION REPORTINGCONCENTRATION REPORTING

• Stress Test Result Matrix
• 2 Year Loss Capital Stress 
Results

• Stress Test Result Matrix
• 2 Year Loss Capital Stress 
Results

STANDARDIZED REPORTINGSTANDARDIZED REPORTING

OPERATIONAL REPORTINGOPERATIONAL REPORTING

•Call Code
•Property Type
•Industry

•Call Code
•Property Type
•Industry

•Pre-Stress Segment Review
•Stress Test Summary by Segment
•Stress Test Account Detail

•Pre-Stress Segment Review
•Stress Test Summary by Segment
•Stress Test Account Detail

STANDARD TEMPLATESSTANDARD TEMPLATES

CUSTOM CREDIT ATTRIBUTE 
FILTERS AND GROUP BYS
CUSTOM CREDIT ATTRIBUTE 
FILTERS AND GROUP BYS

•Concentration Risk Summary
•Concentration Account Detail
• Rolling 13 Month Trends

•Concentration Risk Summary
•Concentration Account Detail
• Rolling 13 Month Trends

•Industry
•Product Type
•Lender/Officer
•Branch
•Risk Rating
•Property Type
•Collateral Type

•Industry
•Product Type
•Lender/Officer
•Branch
•Risk Rating
•Property Type
•Collateral Type
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Thank You

For more Information, please contact:

Peter Cherpack, EVP and Partner
Ardmore Banking Advisors
pcherpack@ardmoreadvisors.com
484-417-2082


